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Synopsis

Makes economics stick. Meets students where they are. An innovative instructor uses his tested insights and successful teaching practices to create a truly student-centered approach: real-world examples, pedagogy developed in his own classrooms, and problem solving tools that resonate with today’s students.
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Customer Reviews

please up date binding on this for it is a loose leaf . than you

The textbook is great for learning Microeconomics, it does a very good job of applying what you’re learning to real world situations and it’s not just a bunch of knowledge written down for reading and memorization.

NOOOOOO!!!!! I accidentally rented Principles of Microeconomics on Kindle for my MACROeconomics class! I needed the MACRO version of this text. The two books look so similar and this book popped up in my search for Principles of Macroeconomics! I read the first chapter before I realized my mistake. I think I might cry! :'(

It looked brand new. He is getting a 4.0 with this book. We saved lots of money buying a pre-owned book. Thanks
Both thorough and easy to understand. Excellent illustrations and explanations.

Very informative. However, it turned out to not be required for my class

I bought this for a college course and it was very informative!

Book was in great condition. Really helping me in class
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